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NON-PLAN: 
AN EXPERl·MENT IN FREEDOM 
Town-and-country planning has today become an unquestioned shibboleth. 
Yet few of its procedures or value judgments have any sound basis, except delay. 
Why not have the courage, where practical, to let people shape their own environment? 
"A dispute has arisen about a booklet, Dorset Build· Welwyn Garden Oty and Hampstead Garden 
ing in R ural Areas, just issued by Dorset County Suburb were therefore built-and then duly mocked 
Council, and aspiring to be a guide to good .design for dull dOctrinairism. The layout made public 
for people building houses in the countryside-our transport almost impossible; the tin and the frozen 
Architectural Correspondent writes. Most of the ex- pack rapidly outdated the vegetable pat~h. But then 
amples that it illustrates and recommends as models the spread of car ownership outdated the mockery: 
are utterly commonplace, the sort of house to be those roads lived to find a justification; the space 
found in almost any speculative builder's suburban around the house could absorb a garage without 
estate. This view is shared by the Wilts and Dorset too much trouble; and the garden (as, even, in many 
Society of Architects. which, through its president, inner~London conversions of Georgian houses) 
Mr Peter Wakefield. has asked for the publication became an unexceptionable outdoor room, and 
to be withdrawn"-The Times, December 1968. meeting space for children, away from the lethal 

This news item illustrates the kind of tangle we pressed steel and rubbe! hurtling around the streets. 
have got ourse.lves into. Somehow, everything must Now it's nice that a plan should turn out to have 
be watched; nothing must be allowed simply to " hap- reasons for succeeding which the planner himself 
pen." No house can be allowed to be commonplace did not foresee. At every stage in the history of 
in the way that things just are commonplace: each planning, we have cause to be gra teful for these 
project must be weighed, and planned, and approved, quirks of time. It 's doubtful if John Nash saw how 
and only then bui lt. and only after that discovered well his Regent's Park would serve as an arty but 
to be commonplace after 'all. Somehow, somewhere, fairly democrat ic pause on the north edge of inner 
someone was using the wrong year's model. . London-just right for football and swings and non-

Once. Rasmussen, in London: the Un;que City, copulating pandas and Sunday-promenading Central 
(first p~blished 1934). thought it worth printing a Europeans; inha bi ted riot by Regency aristos but 
picture of the entirely commonplace domestic archi- by film people, lumps of London University and 
tecture built a long Parkway. Camden Town, in the HM government, the American ambassador and high~ 
early 19th century. It was a rchitecture that worked; class tarts. And did Scott foresee how bis St Pancras 
it provided what the inhabitants wanted from it. Hotel, superbly planned to fit in with departing trains 
Now there'd be trouble if you tried to knock it down and arriving hor se-carriages, would survive being a 
(though the London motorway box will skirt it much-mocked office block so successfully that it can 
close). But at least the preservationists didn't get in n.ow be argued for as a natu ral home for a sports 
at ground level , as they do today, in order to try centre or a transport museum or Birkbeck CoJlege? 
and make sure-before the event-that something Nor is it just the cities and towns that. have 
that will eventually be wonh preserving is built. benefited. How many further-education depart~ents 

The whole concept of planning (the town-and- can be duly grateful for minor Georgian country 
country kind at least) has gone cockeyed. What we houses, or their Victorian imitators-so apt for giving 

'i1ave today represents a whole cumulat ion of good courses in? How many angling clubs can thank the 
intentions. And what th·ose good intentions are worth , canal-builders 'for where they spend their peaceful 
we have almost no way of knowing. To say it has Sundays? How many Highlands-addicted tourists, 
been with us fo r· so long, physical planning has been even, depend for the solitude they love on those 
remarkably unmoni tored: ditto a rchitecture itself. As harsh men who preferred the glens clear of people 
Melvin Webber .has pointed out: planning is the and who planned them out of the Highlands and 
only branch of knowledge purporting to be some into Canada or Australia? . 
kind of science which regards a plan as being fulfilled Yet it's hard to see where, in this, the credit can 
when it is merely cnmpleied: there's seldom any sort go to the planner. That last example-which pushes 
of check on whether the plan actually does what the concept of planning altogether too far-is justified 
it was meant to do, and whether, if it does something as rubbing in the coerciveness of it. Most' planning 
different, this is fo r the better or for the worse. is aristocratic or oligarchic in niethod even 

The result is that planning tends to lurch from 'today-revealing in this its histC?rical origins. The 
one fashion to another, with sudden revulsions setting 
in after equally sudden acceptances. One good recent 
example, of course, was the fashion for high 
flats-wh ich had been dying for some time before 
Ronan Point iave it a tombstone. This fashion had 
been .. inaugurated with bizarre talk of creating 
"vertica l streets" which would somehow, it was 
implied, recreate the togetherness of Bethnal Green 
Road on Saturday morning iR (presumably) the lift 
shaft- this being the only equivalent communication 
channel in the structure. 

Not that one can be too swiftly · mocking. We 
may yet find that for some future twist of · social 
O[ technologis:al development, tall flats are just the 
thing. T~ii; happen.ed with ·another fashion-that for .g 
the garden city. as <J>romulgated by Patrick Geddes, ·.§ 
Ebenez.ei; Howard and Raymond Unwin. It's worth ~ 
remembt;rjng that _the ·,garde~ in this theory was there ~ 
specifically to grow food in: the acreage was care'fully 
measured out with this fodder ratio in mind. The ~ ~ 
houses in (say) Welwyn Garden City or Hampstead S 
Garden ~.ut;iur~ were_ also .s,qattered .thinly because ~ . 
~f t,he wjdth of spa":C 1.allotted (for :reasons of he!alth) -~ : 
to th~ loop ~nc\ swe;t> Qf rp~c\s. ii . 
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